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       The Texas state Bonsai Exhibit, Inc 
V o l u m e  1 1                      

W I N T E R  2 0 1 8  

COME WITH ME INTO THE EXHIBIT 

Phase 2: The pilot project expanded even further, creating a gently curving display of bonsai, more 
hand-built stands & custom bamboo fencing designed by Alisan Clark & Lynn Haxton. 



        Kathy Shaner Seminar 2018 
 
 
 

               TTSBE has hosted the Kathy Shaner Seminar for the 2nd year now, and it was even      
bigger than the first. With the topic of  Difficult Trees and Enhancing the Look of  Age,         
participants brought in all sorts of  material from old established Hinoki Cypress, to collected 
wild Ashe Juniper or urban Pyracantha, from small Oaks to huge Boxwoods.  Each tree had a 
different form and needed work based on its stage on the journey to Bonsai. Kathy went one 
by one, explaining how each tree could level-up, and showing the techniques we can use to 
simplify the design as well as making each tree look like a much older specimen. Each tree 
became an educational opportunity for the crowd. Some of  the transformations were       
massive changing many elements so that it didn't even look like the same tree, while others 
were more subtle. We have so many familiar faces from clubs all over the state who attend, 
and this year we were delighted to find that a quarter of  the attendees were there for the first 
time. 
 
The camaraderie at this small event is hard to beat: we gather for the weekend Seminar, but 
also meet for dinner on Friday and Saturday evenings, have a Friday workshop, a couple of  
social gatherings, had a small sale to benefit the Exhibit, and then followed it all up with two 
free “foster care” days with Kathy working on the Exhibit trees with volunteers. Kathy is our 
exhibit adviser, and the trees improve every year under her watchful eye.  One exhibit bonsai, 
a Cedar Elm donated by Bill Cody and supervised by Kathy won Best Deciduous Bonsai at 
LSBF Dallas 2017. If  you've ever thought you may want to come to one of  the Kathy Shaner 
Seminars, it's certainly worth it!  The topic for 2019 was chosen at the end this event: Devel-
oping Apex and Ramification, and an optional workshop on Improving Wiring Techniques. 
Save the date for Oct 19-20, 2019! 

Yours In Bonsai 
Joey McCoy 



THE ORCHESTRA 
 
The demarcation of  seasons is noted through the ebb and flow of  weather and the reaction of  our sur-
rounding nature. Nestled within cities, encompassing our view as we drive, and towering above our houses; 
trees are the strings of  the orchestra upon which we welcome the notes of  change: the burst of  chartreuse 
leaves in the spring, the luscious deep green of  Ashe Juniper foliage in the thick of  summer, the vibrant col-
ors as fall encroaches, and the majestic stature of  an enormous dormant tree. The art of  Bonsai aims to 
draw attention to this observance, to indicate to our larger society, that we all are stewards of  this planet 
and  bonsai is human genuflection towards the power of  nature. 
 
Earlier this year, The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit expanded the 3 tree pilot at Zilker Botanical Gardens on 
July 15th. The newly expanded exhibit included a healthy selection of  11 bonsai,   Texas natives, tropical 
species, and flowering trees: Lantana, Narrow Leaf  Ficus, Cedar Elm, Ashe Juniper, Silverberry, Bougain-
villea, Tiger bark Ficus, and an Althea. The intention with this balanced selection of  Summer favorites was 
to provide the general public viability into the dynamic range available in our heat loving species. The 
strength of  the Cedar Elms, Ficus, and Juniper were impressive while the flowers of  Bougainvillea,          
Lantana, and   Althea were spectacularly inspirational. I hope you enjoyed the 2018 Summer selection while 
it soaked up the sun! 
 
As the sensation of  early winter could be noted on the breeze, TTSBE needed to rotate the trees  presented 
at the Exhibit. On October 28th, a few members loaded up a van full of  bonsai with the destination of  the 
Zilker Gardens. We brought Boxwood, Ginkgo, Camellia, Hackberry, and a Hokkaido Elm to replace the cold 
sensitive Bougainvillea, Lantana, Althea, and Ficus. The cold sensitive species were later tucked into their 
greenhouse for the winter season. While swapping out the trees, it is worth noting that #55 Ulmus crassifo-
lia (Cedar Elm) originally collected by Bill Cody in 1992 was especially enjoying the Zilker sun and lake wa-
ter as it produced large volumes of  seed pods called samara! The winter selection of  bonsai will demon-
strate the winter silhouette of  dormant species like Ginkgo, Elm, and Hackberry; the strength of  species 
like Boxwood and Juniper; and the delicate winter flowers of  a Camellia. Even winter has it's own flowering 
beauty. 
 
The 2018 Winter selection will be on display at Zilker Botanical Gardens through the rest of  the year. So be 
certain to take a few moments to visit the exhibit and enjoy the winter season! 

 
                                                                                   Cheers, Brandon Baldauf 



A FEW OF THE ATTENDEES AT THE 2018 TTSBE KATHY SHANER SEMINAR 

Left to right:    
 

Mike Garza,   
Roxy Garza, 

Kathy Shaner, 
Simon Tse,  

Joey McCoy,    
May Lau,        

Scott Rae,        
Leydana 
Mathews. 

HAVE YOU VISITED 
THE OFFICIAL 
TTSBE blog? 

 
We share stories & 

photos of  our bonsai 
Adventures 

With the collection         
of  TTSBE.      

The latest posting is 
about the hands-on 

seasonal work of  the 
imperial sized  

Ficus specimens     
and                          

their careful move to  
a greenhouse for 

their winter         
quarters.  

 
Just go to: 

www.ttsbe.org 
And click on the link 
for the Blog for the 

full story and 
Of  course  

MORE!! 



A Story of a workshop participant: 

KATHY, GLORIA AND A GINGKO 

                Gloria is the foster parent for the Gingko and she 
quickly arranged to work indoors out of the rain and, being of 
a certain “age,” chose a location to work with the most light              
possible!!   
            Kathy briefly mentioned that the leaves needed to be 
trimmed to let light into the center of the tree to encourage 
budding.  So Gloria dug right in, trimming the leaves and 
thinking, ‘this will take no time at all!’  Well, Kathy noticed this 
and gently showed how she wanted the leaves trimmed which 
was to scallop the edges in the process of cutting them in 
half.  Gloria had spent a lot of time as a youngin’ sewing 
clothes so was readily able to scallop those leaves nicely; the 
result amazed a number of folks who gasped, ‘How did you 
get the leaves so small?’!!   In addition to providing more light 
into the interior of the tree, minimal trimming of leaves allows 
the natural process of returning sugars to the roots, followed 
by leaf drop.  Gingko trees turn a brilliant golden yellow and 
drop their leaves in unison.  
                During Kathy’s visit, Gloria had the fortune to work in 
a study group workshop in which participants brought their 
own trees.  One of those that Gloria brought was an Acer pal-
matum forest that she obtained in July just prior to our 108 
degree day!  The trees are about 50 years old but hadn’t been 
assembled into a grouping until a few years ago.  Her worry 
had been how it would transition to her backyard but Kathy 
pointed out another consideration.  Kathy immediately recog-
nized that one of the five trees was different in that the leaves 
have a waffle-like texture when compared to the leaves of the 
other four trees.   Ah! Bummer!  Another clue to the differ-
ence among the trees will be when they develop fall color and 
what that color is.  

However, Gloria is asking herself whether this really is 
a problem.  To what extent, do we want to form “perfect’ bon-
sai?  Now that we realize that one tree is clearly a different 
variety, does it stay or does it go?   

Stay tuned!!     

TTSBE display at the 2018 LSBF Convention in Longview, Tx. Japanese Boxwood 
collected and donated by Greg Setter. Greg collected this tree in Dallas and it is    
approximately 50 years old. 



 
 

IN MEMORY 

John Pittenger. one of  the founders of  
TTSBE passed away on September 21, 
2018.  John not only had a passion for 
bonsai, but was a woodworker and con-
struction specialist.  He designed the 
layout of  all of  our early plans for the 
garden as well as the buildings. 

 

Charlotte Cranberg, a long-time Austin    
bonsai artist who donated many of  her trees 
to TTSBE, passed away on October 22, 2018. 
Charlotte was a strong advocate for having 
TTSBE partner with the Zilker Botanical   
Gardens, and her bonsai continue to be     
developed and displayed at the Pilot Project 
area in the garden. 



Kathy Shaner's Workshop for Foster Parents 
  

It was a dark and stormy day in October, when 14-18 eager Foster Parents and potential Foster Parents 
took turns crowding around Kathy's work table as she talked about each tree. 
As it continued to rain 4-6 men brought bonsai from the growing area at Lakeview Bonsai to place under 
the eaves next to the sunroom where Kathy and others were working. 
Leydana, Foster Parent from San Antonio, and Roland, prospective Foster Parent ABS, worked in the 
lathe house with Joey, trimming tropicals. 
  
  
Ruby decided to Foster a tiny leaved Seiju Elm that was a bit loose in the pot. Kathy showed how to find 
the space under the root ball that needed filling in. If  the tree can't be stabilized by pulling the root ball 
wire, a small piece of  bamboo into that space can help. After discussion, all agreed that this one needs 
a new, different size and shape, pot. 
 
A Cedar Elm with no nebari--At next potting, place it higher in the pot. 
 
To "See the Big Picture "of  the tree that you are working on it is best to-wire when the leaves fall. 
Clean out old cut wounds- wood hardener can be used in the hollow left by old cuts. 
To help heal old wounds, gentle shallow cuts can be made on the healing collar, same direction as 
growth on old bark for it to blend in. Grey, brown and black permanent markers can help blend wounds 
with old adjacent growth. 
  
Kathy is here for the 2 day Seminar which is a fundraiser for TTSBE, the learning is intense and just 
really special for all the attendees. 
She then spends 2 free days of  workshops with the Foster Parents, critiquing and working on the        
Exhibit trees. 
Anyone in the Lonestar Bonsai Federation (LSBF) is welcome to come for the day, or adopt a tree when 
they are available. 
  

Gloria Norberg and Elaine White 



ANGEL 
$10,000 & up 

 

Alisan Clarke * 
Elizabeth & J.R. Cody, M.D. 

Andy Graham  
Cindy Ince  

Estate of Audrey Lanier  
Family of Paul Pipitone 

Kathy Shaner * 
Elaine & Hal White * 

 

Patron 
$5001— $9999 

 
Austin Bonsai Society * 

Rev. Neal Hern 
Sheila & Greg Setter 

Charlene and Joe Trochta* 
Sheila & Terry Ward*  

 

Benefactor 
$1001— $5000 

 

Bill Boytim  
Bonsai Society of Dallas 

Anita Bryan 
Corpus Christi Bonsai Society  

Gordon Deeg 
Donna & Ned Dobberfuhl * 

Family of Diane & Donald Green  
Janice Green 

Candy & Mike Hansen * 
Richard E. Hayes 

Lynn Haxton* 
Steven Hendricks  

Chris Hewitt  
Marrianne Hollan, (Col. ret) 
Anita & Bryce Hollingsworth 

Family of Gale Holloway 
Nan Jenkins * 
Mary Jensen   

Connie and John King  
Marty Klajnowski, (Col. ret)* 

Joseph McCoy * 
Collin Murphy 
Pete Parker 

San Antonio Bonsai Society                                 
Paul & Dawn Tyler  
Sandra & Joe Wait                      

Steve White* 
Gail Williams 

SUPPORTER 
$25—$100 

 
Wanda Allen 
John Allison 
Marion Alsup 

Kathleen Angel 
Brandon Baldauf* 

Scott Barboza 
Marie Beyer* 

Judy, George Boudreoux  
Emily,  Michael Boudreoux 

Irene Britton* 
Ross Canlas*  
Ruby Chiang*  

Diane, Klaus Collingsworth* 
Sally Cotter* 

Charlotte, Lawrence      
Cranberg 

Cecelia Cervantes 
Rosanna Cromwell 

Susan & David Duschatko 
Larry Elder  

Sandra Erickson  
Nancy Waters-Gordon  

Angelina Hewes 
Harriet S. Houston 

Martha and Donald Huffman 
Pat, Charles Jackson 

Kristen, Kevin Johnson 
Larry Leone 

Leydana Matthews* 
Michael McClusky 

Katheryn, Jerry McCoy 
Virginia McPhail 

John Miller 
Nancy, Bill Moore 

Nelda A Moore 
 Thekla Morris, (Cdr. ret) 

Pauline Muth 
Roy Nagatoshi 
David Olguin 
Don Pearson 
Michele Peek 
Kim Praderas 

Zacary Rabalias 

SUPPORTER 
$25—$100 
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Clare Santacroce* 
Robert Shumway  
Brandon Smith* 
Alan Raymond 

David Reed 
Del de los Santos 

Mary Scott 
Jim Smith 
Ron Smith 

Richard Smoll 
Michael Solberg 

Ellen Sullivan 
Julianne Sullivan 
Richard Trevino 

Ed Trout 
 Joe Tseng 

Eileen Urschel 
Irene Valdez 

Nancy Waters 

Marie Beyer 
Irene Britton 
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Jayne Willingham   

Joan Tilley 
Evardo Valdavines* 

Ann Weiner  
SUSTAINER 
$101 —$250 
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Ft. Worth Bonsai Society* 

Teri Hewitt 
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 Laura Kether 
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 Diane K. Lowe 
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Michael McClusky 
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Cheryl Owens 
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Mac Robinson 

Claire Santacroce* 
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SUPPORTER 
$25—$100 

Cont’d 
Seiji Shiba, D.D.S 

Trent Voight 
Cathy, Alan Walker 

Mike Watson 
Mary Yager 

 

SPONSOR 
$251—$500 

 

Larry Adler  
George Brown  

Janet, Don Campbell 
H.N. Corbett D.D.S. 

Christy Davis* 
Lucy Galbraith 
Nathan Gibson 

Jerry Henderson 
Angelina Hewes* 

Quoc Hoang * 
Mary, Jerry Lauderdale 

Norman Mandel* 
Helen, Carl Morimoto* 

Ryan Odegaard * 
John Pittenger 

Joan B. Quersie  
Barbara Ramsey 

      Jonathan Wood  
 

CONTRIBUTOR  
$501—$1000 

 

Barbara, Mike Adams 
Joe Andrews  
Jim Bauman* 

Al Bjelland 
George Brown 

Houston Bonsai  
Society  

William Jacobson 
Chris Johnson* 

Donna, Chris Luna* 
Hannah Matthews 
Gloria Norberg* 
Dario Octaviano 

Brenda & John Richie * 
Zerita Rogers* 

May & Simon Tse * 
Els Ulug  

Deborah, James Van 
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STARS *** MARK S  
CURRENT                

CONTRIBUTORS, 
2018 

GREETINGS 
FROM  
THE  

NORTH POLE!! 



NOW WOULDN’T THAT BE SOMETHING 
IF VERY SOON THE EXHIBIT WOULD  

GROW TO SUCH A SCALE!! 
MERRY CHRISTMAS BONSAI  

FRIENDS!!! 



 

TThhee  TTeexxaass  SSttaattee  BBoonnssaaii  EExxhhiibbiitt,,  IInncc.. 
 

Make checks payable to:/Send donation to: 
 
        The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit, Inc., /TTSBE Treasurer, Ryan Odegaard, 25515 Stormy Rock, San Antonio, TX 78255 

Or visit the website donation page: 
www.ttsbe.org 

 
 
Name_______________________________________________________ 
 
Address_____________________________________________________ 
 
City ____________________________State _________Zip___________ 
 
Phone or Mobil#_____________________________________________ 
 
E-mail______________________________________________________ 

 
 

[  ]  I wish to pledge  
 

TO  
THE BUILDING THE EXHIBIT 

FOR THE STATE OF TEXAS 
AND THE BEYOND 

 
THE PILOT PROJECT IS GROWING!! 

 
THANKS SO MUCH FOR YOUR  

SUPPORT!!! 

 
[  ]  $25 ANNUAL membership:  access to special events 

(Supporter & voting member) 
 
[ ] $10 A MONTH sustaining member 
 
 
[  ]  $5001 Patron   [  ] $1001 Benefactor   [  ] $500 Contributor 
 

 
NAME ON CARD______________________________________________________ 
 
CARD TYPE:____________#_____________________________________________ 
 
EXP: Month_____________Year___________ 
 
Signature __________________________________________Date______________ 

 

 The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit is a  non-
profit 501(c)3 organization, your donations 
may be tax-deductible. 

WALK THE PATH... ...WITH ME!!! 


